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MS. ERBE:  This week on “To the Contrary,” up first, mandatory HPV vaccines 

for schoolgirls?  Religious conservatives are battling each other over the issue.  Then, 

Valentines Day and office romance: more companies are banning on-the-job 

relationships.  Behind the headlines: congressional freshwoman Yvette Clarke tells us 

about gains for black women in Congress in this Black History Month.  

 

(Musical break.) 

 

MS. ERBE:  Hello, I’m Bonnie Erbe.  Welcome to “To the Contrary,” a 

discussion of news and social trends from diverse perspectives.  Up first, mandatory HPV 

vaccinations.  

 

Texas recently became the first state to mandate HPV vaccines for sixth-grade 

girls.  At least 10 other states are considering similar laws.  But self-described religious 

conservative and Republican Governor Rick Perry has created an uproar, bypassing the 

state legislature and issuing an executive order mandating the vaccination starting next 

year.  This has outraged conservative Texas lawmakers and some parents, who say it will 

promote premarital sex and risky behavior by girls.  Under the mandate, parents can 

request not to have their daughters vaccinated, and some medical experts say the vaccine 

is being misrepresented as a cure for all cervical cancer, which it is not.  

 

So, Irene, will this promote risky sexual behavior by sixth-grade girls? 

 

MS. NATIVIDAD:  Give me a break.  Your smutty TV ads and TV shows full of 

sex are much more likely to promote promiscuity than a vaccine than actually can cure a 

cancer.   

 

MS. WOOD:  Bonnie, what this promotes is the idea that somehow a governor 

know better than parents about how to raise their children, and while it may not do a lot 

to promote sexual promiscuity, it certainly does nothing to decrease it.   

 

 MS. POZNER:  We have the chance to eradicate a virus that causes 3,700 

women’s deaths every ear.  We shouldn’t get bogged down in moralism. 

 

MS. BERNARD:  Making this type of vaccine mandatory is not going to promote 

sexual promiscuity with sixth-grade girls.  Pandora’s Box was opened a long time ago.  

This is really an issue about individual liberty.   

 

MS. ERBE:  Individual liberty how?  Meaning – because parents can opt out, so 

what’s wrong with that? 

 

MS. BERNARD:  And as long as parents can opt out, I’m in favor of the vaccine.  

I think Merck and GlaxoSmithKline – their vaccine has not been approved by FDA yet, 

but, I mean, they deserve kudos.  For the first time in our history, we are able to prevent a 

lot of types of cervical cancer, but unless parents and their daughters can opt out, I’ve got 

a very serious problem with it because it is a question of individual liberty.  What 



happens, for example – it’s a new vaccine, it hasn’t been tested very long – what 

happens, for example, if for whatever reason you decide you don’t what to have your 

daughter to have the vaccine?  It mandatory for your child to go to school, and 10 years 

from now we find out that the side effects – that there’s a – (unintelligible) – side effect.  

 

 MS. ERBE:  But wait a second, Rick Perry put in a provision saying you – as a 

parent you can opt out, just sign the release form.   

 

(Cross talk.)  

 

MS. BERNARD:  – in Texas, but this issue is going to be decided on a state-by-

state basis throughout the nation, and not – there is a chance that there will be states that 

don’t give you the option to opt out.   

 

MS. POZNER:  The thing about mandatory – making this vaccinations mandatory 

is that it will allow for fully funded medical access for the people who need it the most: 

the low-income, low or uninsured children of low and uninsured adult women, who later 

in life are not likely to get regular pap smears, not likely to get regular healthcare.  Those 

are the women who need it the most.  Those are the girls we need to vaccinate first.  If we 

made it mandatory with a parental opt out clause, that gives it much more of a chance of 

actually reaching the populations that are most at risk.   

 

MS. WOOD:  Well, come on.  I mean 60,000 people in this country die of the flu 

every year and we don’t mandate the flu vaccine.  And I would argue we’d be saving a 

lot more people if we did that.  And secondly, watching the – 

 

MS. ERBE:  But I want to – I just want to ask this.  Okay, to me – pardon me for 

– (unintelligible) – but this is a silly one for religious conservatives.  You guys are like 

wasting your – picking battles where there isn’t one.  

 

MS. WOOD:  No, the governor picked this battle.  

 

MS. ERBE:  Do you really – but wait a second.  He is a religious conservative, 

second – 

 

MS. WOOD:  He is a religious conservative.  He’s the only one I know that takes 

this side.  

 

MS. ERBE:  Okay.  But, but, but sixth-grade girls, they get lots of different shots.  

Kids get shots.  Are they really going to say okay, now I probably won’t get cervical 

cancer, but I still could get AIDS and I still could get pregnant, so for that reason I’m 

going to have wanton sex because of this vaccine.   

 

MS. WOOD:  No, I’m not making the argument that is going to greatly increase 

sexual promiscuity.  I don’t think it helps, because I do think you’re giving people some 

false sense of security here because I think, as everybody here knows, it does not stop all 



strains of HPV – a good chunk of them, but not all.   And secondly, Bonnie, look this is a 

lot of money that’s going to something that prevents fewer people, when we have other 

folks – as I just mentioned with the flu vaccine – a much wider variety of people who 

need this, and on top of that, look, the state legislature was debating this.  They’re going 

to vote on it – or are getting ready to vote on it.  Why the governor needs to step in and 

mandate something that ought to be up to people to vote on and ought to be up to their 

lawmakers – it just doesn’t make sense beyond – 

 

MS. NATIVIDAD:  But that’s a political – Genevieve, that’s a political issue.  

How it happens, I think that’s something else.  Before even a vaccine can get into the 

market to be considered to be given to kids, it’s been tested lots and lots of times.  You 

can’t compare – if we have a cure for this, why can’t we do this for this other disease.  If 

you have the chance that she has said earlier to eradicate through preventive vaccination a 

kind of cancer that is very lethal, it doesn’t matter how many people are affected by it.  

Our environment is now so full of pesticides, of chemicals so that the incidence of cancer 

is much more likely to rise in the future than to decrease.  So why not give the 

opportunity to a large – 

 

(Cross talk.) 

 

MS. WOOD:  But why not do it for the flu?  Why not should the states give this 

to everybody for the flu.  

 

(Cross talk.)  

 

MS. ERBE:  One at a time.  One at – wait, wait, one at a time.  Genevieve, finish.  

 

MS. WOOD:  Well, I just don’t understand.  If it’s about allocations and 

resources and saving people, why aren’t we spending it on things that would save the 

most number of people?  And as far as the testing goes, why is the American Association 

of Pediatrics against this?  Why are doctors – this is not just religious conservatives – 

doctors and medicals professionals coming out and questioning whether or not it has been 

tested enough, and whether or not these girls are going to have to get this again down the 

road when they’re most likely – 

 

MS. NATIVIDAD:  But here’s – 

 

MS. ERBE:  Jennifer, Jennifer, Jennifer.  

 

MS. NATIVIDAD:  No wait, I just want to – because she’s brining up other 

organizations that are supposedly opposed to it.  There’s an even longer list of 

organizations, like the American Cancer Society among others, that are for it.  So let’s 

not do a battle about this part will only cure this part.  It’s more the possibility of its 

curing a cancer that should uppermost.  The science should be uppermost.   

 

MS. POZNER:  Here’s the facts: the CDC and the American – 



 

MS. ERBE:  Centers for Disease – 

 

MS. POZNER:  Centers for Disease Control and the American Cancer Society 

say that 9,700 women get diagnosed with cervical cancer every year, 3,700 women die of 

it every year.  And this vaccine – we have the chance through the concept of herd 

immunity to wipe out HPV within a couple of generations.  We would be saving nearly 

2,600 women’s lives each year if we got rid of this –    

 

MS. WOOD:  It’s a wonderful fact, but – 

 

MS. POZNER:  So the issue – the one that I would agree with, is that we need to 

hold Merck very accountable for testing and scrutiny and efficacy and safety, and I think 

states should be mandating a bit of scrutiny and financial liability on the part of Merck if 

there ends up being nasty side effects like in their Vioxx case.   

 

MS. ERBE:  All right.  Last word, Michelle.  

 

MS. BERNARD:  We don’t need to get bogged down into this whole issue of 

whether or not is promoting sexual promiscuity.  Stick with the science, and also stick 

with the fact that HPV causes diseases in men also.  

 

MS. POZNER:  Yes.  

 

MS. BERNARD:  And we need to be figuring out how we get to a point where 

men can be vaccinated for disease that causes a lot of cancers in them as well.   

 

MS. ERBE:  All right.  Hear, hear.  From vaccinations to Valentines Day.  

 

A new survey by human resources consulting firm, Challenger, Gray and 

Christmas, shows more than a third of American companies have no formal policy on 

office romance.  Workplace romance can produce legal and public relations nightmares 

for private or public sector employers.  NASA astronaut Lisa Marie Nowak was charged 

this week with attempted murder after perusing another female NASA worker, a woman 

whom she believed was a competitor for the affections of a fellow male astronaut.  On 

the other hand, the workplace is also where many Americans report having met their 

spouses, although more and more people are finding romance with others they meet 

online.  

 

So on the one hand, most Americans or many – a large percentage of Americans 

meet at the office and get married.  On the other hand, you have these public relations 

criminal disasters like we saw with Nowak this week, so what’s a poor company to do? 

 

MS. WOOD:  Well, I don’t know how you come up with rules that stop people 

like Nowak in this care.  I mean, when people are crazy in love, or crazy obsessed with 

someone, I’m not quite sure that you can set up –  



 

MS. NATIVIDAD:  Or depressed  

 

MS. WOOD:  – that you can set up office rules that everybody else should have to 

live by.  I mean, look, these are adults in the workplace and should be treated as such.  It 

doesn’t mean that there’s not something wrong with having rules, and I’ve worked in 

places where the supervisor can’t have a relation with the intern, or somebody that they 

supervise.  But this idea that we’ve got to set up all these rules I just think is a little silly.   

 

MS. POZNER:  Yes, I think that the real issue with this case is one of mental 

health.  We should be screening people – I mean, she clearly had some sort of mental 

health break there.  And the only reason this is even newsworthy is because it’s a woman 

who committed an act of violence.  Men commit acts of violence against women in the 

workplace and out of the workplace everyday in such large numbers that we don’t 

consider it newsworthy because there’s just too much of it.  It’s just – 

 

 MS. NATIVIDAD:  I think if it were a male astronaut who tried to kill another 

astronaut over a woman it would be news.   

 

(Cross talk.)  

 

MS. BERNARD:  And particularly wearing a diaper across country.   

 

MS. POZNER:  Again, the mental health thing.  

 

MS. BERNARD:  But here’s what – 

 

(Cross talk.)  

 

MS. ERBE:  Wait, wait.  Nobody can hear anybody.  Michelle.  

 

MS. BERNARD:  Here’s what’s interesting, though.  I go back and forth, I think 

that there should be sort of workplace regulations that say you can’t date the interns and 

that type of thing, but I’ve seen particularly in the Washington metropolitan area people 

who come out of graduate school and are working, for example – we’ll use law firms as 

an example because there are tons of them, here in the Washington metropolitan area.  If 

you were working 14-15 days – hours a day, a lot of times the only people you socialize 

with are your co-workers, and I’ve seen many, many a lawyer in a law firm end up dating 

and then marrying their colleagues and nothing untoward happened.  

 

MS. NATIVIDAD:  Well, it’s a capsule – literally here, a capsule environment 

that’s isolated from anything else.   

 

MS. ERBE:  And let’s broaden this out because we do have a national audience, 

but it’s true in any major city.   

 



MS. NATIVIDAD:  Yes.  No, there was a New York Times piece one time abut 

how women have discovered the dirty little secret that men had about work: that it is a 

flight from reality.  From the humdrum of daily life, you can have relationships, you’re 

somebody else, you can dress up, and so that carries to any profession.  So I agree with 

Genevieve: you can’t mandate it.  You ought to have some rules about not fraternizing, 

and it’s also common sense.   

 

MS. WOOD:  Right.  

 

MS. NATIVIDAD:  How can you work in an environment where there’s 

supposed to be teamwork, but not that much teamwork, after all.  

 

MS. POZNER:  And the one thing that I think is really interesting with a lot of the 

coverage about this, we’re talking about it from the perspective of what will protect 

companies in lawsuits, right?  What we really need is strong sexual harassment policies 

to protect workers from getting abused in the workplace, and then leave romance to 

romance.  If people want to date, let them date.  There’s no way to police people’s love. 

 

MS. BERNARD:  Sexual harassment policies are very strong already.  I don’t 

think we need more sexual harassment policies. I think – 

 

MS. WOOD:  What you need – you need people to be responsible, and act like 

adults and not bad adults.  I mean, look, the studies are showing now that you’re getting 

more – not just these romances where people cheating on their spouses, but that’s now 

happening online.  Half the people online are actually married on in another relationship.  

So people – you can’t stop the behavior just by passing all these rules.  People have to act 

well.  

 

MS. NATIVIDAD:  Be smart.  

 

MS. ERBE:  But I want – going back to your point earlier, Jennifer, about better 

screening, call me a cynic, but having been a reporter in local news for many years where 

I want to many murder sites – the neighborhoods of alleged murderers and everybody 

was, oh, he was such a nice guy, and she was such a nice woman.  (Laughter.)  People 

can hide those things.  How effective can – NASA’s talking about screening now because 

of Nowak.  She hid it.  

 

MS. POZNER:  Right.  I don’t mean necessarily screening – employers screening 

people before they hire them.  I’m talking about mental health policies and mental 

healthcare access and et cetera.  I think women and men, just Americans in general, need 

better mental health treatment and services.  

 

MS. NATIVIDAD:  You would think that in an atmosphere of training astronauts 

that they would have the best facilities to test everything, but something snapped and 

they’re human beings.  In the end, that’s what we are – who happen to be working 

together.   



 

MS. ERBE:  All right.  Behind the headlines: African-American women in 

Congress.  Both Houses in Congress are gradually becoming more reflective of the 

country as a whole.  Nancy Pelosi as speaker of the House is evidence women have made 

great strides in Congress.  But how do African-American women fare when it comes to 

representation?  In honor of Black History Month, I sat down with Democratic 

Representative Yvette Clarke during her first month in office, to discuss what she and 

other black female legislators are bringing to the table.  

 

(Begin video segment.)  

 

REP. YVETTE CLARKE (D-NY):  When you look at some of the chairs of the 

committees and subcommittees, you can see the ascension of black women who have 

been a part of this process, and through seniority have gained the positioning as well as 

the confidence of their colleagues, so it’s an extraordinary time in the United States 

Congress at a very historic time.   

 

MS. ERBE:  How will that change the lives of most African-American women – 

African-American constituents around the country, having more African-American 

women in power?   

 

REP. CLARKE:  Well, I think being in the decision-making, policymaking 

position brings a new perspective to the whole of ideas.  These are women who have 

worked their way up in Congress, who come with former lives that generally were around 

community building, community development.  And so when you have that lens, that 

view to those who have been marginalized in our society, you bring that as part of the 

chemistry that you add to the debate, and I think that that’s very important.  It’s not 

monolithic but very diverse, and enables us to sort of put those ideas into the pot.  And 

things that heretofore wouldn’t have been considered are now a part of the dialogue, and I 

think that’s what America is about.  

 

MS. ERBE:  We have a much larger black middle class in America than we did, 

say, 20-30 years ago, but what will it take – how many African-American women in 

power will it take to end black poverty in America? 

 

REP. CLARKE:  Well, I think it takes a united front, and that’s leadership in 

every arena.  We tend to see women in leadership in government as an indicator of how 

far we’ve come.  But we need to also see women in business.  We need to make sure that 

women are – black women are in every realm of our society making contributions.  And 

we haven’t quite made it there yet, but I think we’re well on our way.  And utilizing 

government as an indicator, we can certainly open doors, open corridors that heretofore 

have been pretty much closed to black women or women of color generally speaking.   

 

MS. ERBE:  Now, you campaigned against President Bush as – a part of your 

campaign anyway – that he was bad for black women.  Tell me about that. 

 



REP. CLARKE:  Well, I mean, I was astounded.  I’ll tell you, in the last election, 

I think the straw that broke the camel’s back was when I heard Dick Cheney questioned 

about the extent of the spread of HIV among black women and women of color, and that 

he was totally oblivious to that.  I mean, you are part of the leadership of one of the 

greatest nations in the world, with the most resource – information available to you, and 

the fact that that was such a marginal, a marginal concern of his, really did not set well 

with me.   

 

And then I look at a number of the policies that have really not enabled black 

women in general to be able to take care of their homes and families, to be able to really 

move throughout our society and give their contributions.  I’ve really had a hard time 

embracing this administration because it’s been part of an obstacle – I believe – in the 

progress of our civil society.  

 

MS. ERBE:  Now, you took your mother’s seat in New York city council.  What 

did you learn from her about politics? 

 

REP. CLARKE:  Wow, her experience, her life experience was totally different 

from mine.  My mom was in immigrant from Jamaica.  I was born and bred in Brooklyn. 

But certainly the environment that my parents created around civic responsibility, around 

community activism helped shape who I am, so that as I began to look at what path I 

would take in life, there was this abiding commitment to really giving back to that 

community.    

 

I grew up during the ‘70s when there was a lot of I guess residual benefit from the 

activism of the ‘60s.  And because of that, there’s a great sense of promise that was held 

among all of the folks in the community about how far we have come and where we have 

to go in terms of making sure that we enjoy the full benefits of being American.  And that 

was sort of played out in our household just as a way of life.  

 

MS. ERBE:  And lastly, you have Shirley Chisholm’s old district.  

 

REP. CLARKE:  Yes.  

 

MS. ERBE:  Does that put pressure on you?  How does that change – 

 

REP. CLARKE:  Well, I consider it an honor.  She has set the bar for leadership, 

and that is always a great motivation to do more, to really embrace this constituency in a 

way in which when people speak of the 11
th

 congressional, they speak of a community 

that has progressed, that has progressed and embraced the values that Shirley Chisholm 

fought for, stood for, and made sure that out community was positioned to embrace as 

well.  So it’s a great feeling, it’s a really wonderful feeling to follow in that tradition and 

to embrace that legacy.   

 

(End video segment.) 

 



MS. ERBE:  So how, Michelle Bernard, does having her there and having more 

black women in leadership help you and other African-American women?   

 

MS. BERNARD:  Well, it helps in a lot of ways, but most importantly just to 

have those role models that you can look at as a young child, whether you’re a boy, a girl, 

African-American, or not.  Just to see Congress reflecting the way that our nation looks 

and to hear the values that are espoused by black women in particular I think is very 

important in our community.   

 

I want to say I give props to my fellow Jamaican-American – my parents are 

Jamaican immigrants as well, and listening to her, philosophically I feel like we were 

probably raise a lot in the same way, and I think that somewhere were we would probably 

agree as black women or as people in general is that some of the social ills that black 

women in this nation faced are never going to be cured by government.  And I venture to 

guess that you will hear more and more black women in Congress espouse those views, 

whether they are Democrats or Republicans or left of center or right of center, 

government is not going to be the end all and be all, particularly for what ails our 

community.   

 

MS. WOOD:  Which is why we should elect – 

 

MS. NATIVIDAD:  But to the extent that we do – but to the extent that 

government does enact law that affect all of us, it is good to have a congressional 

representative who looks like you.  There are now, in addition to the African-American 

women who have increased in number, there are now two Asian-American women 

members of Congress, and that makes me feel good.  And I also felt proud – Shirley 

Chisholm was the one who nominated me for my second term as head of the National 

Women’s Political Caucus.  So the role modeling goes beyond particular groupings in 

this country.  

 

MS. BERNARD:  Absolutely.  

 

MS. ERBE:  But let me ask – go ahead, Jennifer, make your comment.  

 

MS. POZNER:  I was going to say that I was reading a CBC Monitor – 

Congressional Black Caucus Monitor study that show that black women elected in the 

Congressional Black Caucus are more than twice – about twice as likely to vote 

progressively on social and political issues than even their male colleagues.  And so when 

you have more black women in political leadership, what you’re saying is very often – 

not always – I mean, you have Condoleezza Rice as a good counterexample, but very 

often you have a larger percentage of women and people who are going to vote 

progressively on those issues.  But I think that she was talking in that interview about the 

needs of black women under this administration.  We’ve seen public housing – we’ve 

seen access to healthcare drop.  It’s really important to look at the issues of constituents 

and I don’t think this administration has done that.  (Laughter.)   

 



MS. ERBE:  Wait, wait, wait.  Before you launch into outer space – no reference 

to Nowak here, but does having more African-American women in Congress help white 

women, white men in any way as far as you’re concerned?  

 

 MS. WOOD:  Sure.  I mean, it’s part of the human family.  I mean, we’re not one 

race of people.  Not everybody’s white, not everybody’s black, not everybody’s male or – 

I mean, we’re a mix and I think it’s great to have a mix in Congress and in business and 

other places.  And I think Representative Clark looks wonderful.  What a winsome 

portrayal.  I don’t agree with probably many of her policies, so it’s unfortunate she’s on 

the other side from me like Michelle, but I had to just take up for the Bush administration 

a little bit here.  I mean, SCHIP healthcare for poor children expanded under the Bush 

administration, welfare reform has been very good for a lot of black women in this 

country because more of them are out of poverty today than before.  That, actually, we 

can thank President Clinton for some of that.  So this idea that only progressive, which 

also means liberal, policies are good for black women is just not true.  

 

MS. BERNARD:  Well, and also I mean – 

 

MS. ERBE:  And also, how do you, as an African-American Republican, how do 

you reconcile – I mean, you’re for her but she votes against you on many policies, so 

what are your thoughts? 

 

MS. BERNARD:  Well, here’s the thing that’s interesting.  When you use terms 

like progressive, it also means liberal.  But people get confused when they talk about the 

African-American community, which I would venture to guess on most social issues are 

more conservative than a lot of people that you consider the Christian right.  If you’re 

talking about reproductive health issues, issues that deal with the church, African-

Americans, whether they are Republican or Democrats, are going to be a lot more 

conservative than most people on the nation, so – 

 

MS. NATIVIDAD:  You know, I have to tell you  that I am very proud of the fact 

that the Democratic Party has created a lot of seats for which there are now lots of 

African-Americans, Asian-Americans – 

 

MS. ERBE:  All right.  We’ve got to go.  We’re out of time.  That’s it for this 

edition of “To the Contrary.”  Next week, newly elected U.S. Senator Claire McCaskill 

talks about the debate over stem cell research.  Please join us on the web for “To the 

Contrary” Extra.  Whether your views are in agreement or to the contrary, please join us 

next time. 

 

(END) 


